Managing Depositions Efficiently and Effectively in the Digital World

Streamline depositions, reduce costs, and support your litigation strategy by leveraging the latest in digital deposition technology.

Digitally managing and introducing exhibits at the deposition creates efficiencies for attorneys and their clients. In this one-hour CLE course, we will take a comprehensive look at:

Digital exhibits at deposition
See how the technology works and understand the benefits of its use in a deposition setting.

The latest in available digital deposition tools
Learn about the advantages of other technologies used in the deposition lifecycle, including Web-based deposition management/scheduling, digital transcript/video repository, and remote videoconferencing.

Take a closer look at completely digital depositions:

- Use digital exhibits at deposition
- Learn how digital exhibit tools work
- Prepare for a deposition using digital exhibits
- Conduct a deposition using digital exhibits
- Take advantage of digital deposition tools from online deposition management to digital repositories

call 1.800.211.DEPO or visit www.esquiresolutions.com